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Methods: Seventy patients with established diagnoses of nor
mal, parenchymally insufficient or acutely obstructed kidneys
were subjected to gamma camera renography. Deconvolution
was then performed using three main techniques subdivided into
six variants. Parameters from time-activity curves as well as

retention curves were calculated. Logistic regression analysis
was performed to assess the ability of renography and decon-

volution methods to differentiate between kidney groups. Re
sults: Discriminationbetween the groupswas achievedby stan
dard renography using six of 17 tested renogram parameters.
Based on a set of six curve parameters, the correct classification
rates ranged 86%-100%. Five of the six variants of the decon-

volution technique used produced similar results. None, how
ever, produced results which were as robust as those from
renography. The sixth deconvolution method was consistently
worse than the others. Conclusion: Standard renography was
consistently better than any of the deconvolution techniques
used in the separation of the kidney groups. Conceptually, the
results of a logistic regression analysis of renogram parameters
may raise possibilities in the field of computer-aided diagnosis.
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. part of the data analysis resulting from renography,
a number of parameters can be extracted from time-activ
ity curves and the retention functions resulting from de-
convolution. Renogram parameters have been shown to
facilitate the assessment of the curves (1-4) and therefore
can help in renal function classification. Parameters from
deconvolution have also been shown to be useful (5,6). For
a successful classification of kidney function it is of obvi
ous importance to know what method to use, which pa
rameters contribute to the separation of the renal condi
tions and which do not.
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Recently, it was shown that renogram parameters can be
used to objectively separate kidneys with dysfunction from
those with normal function with an overall accuracy of 86%
(7). In that study, the kidneys were divided into two broad
groups: normal and pathological. In the present study, the
kidneys previously defined as being pathological have been
further subclassified into two groups: those with parenchy
ma! insufficiency and those with acute outflow obstruction.
This classification strategy allows an assessment to be
made of the ability of standard renography and deconvo
lution to discriminate between normal functioning kidneys
and different types of kidney dysfunction. Moreover, in the
interest of completeness, a number of curve parameters
not considered in the previous study (7) have been in
cluded in this analysis.

The aim of the present study is to extend the previous
analysis and thereby determine which analysis technique,
when used with a range of renal pathology, provides the
most consistent results in clinical practice. Implicit in this
aim is the identification of those subsets of parameters
which are good predictors of the absence or presence of
renal dysfunction. A subsidiary aim is to study the ability
of renography combined with each deconvolution method
in turn to distinguish among the kidney groups.

PATIENTS AND METHODS

Seventy consecutive patients were studied (35 women, age
range 16 to 74 yr, median 45; 35 men age range 21 to 85 yr, median
53). Six patients had had a nephrectomy 4 yr or more before the
examination. One kidney with virtually no function was omitted
from the analysis. The patients were studied as a matter of routine
and were requested mainly from the department of internal med
icine, the department of surgery or the outpatient clinics. Among
the aims expressed on the request forms were renal function
determination in subjects with hematuria, proteinuria, urinary
tract infection, hypertension or pain suggestive of renal involve
ment. In other cases, renography was requested to decide
whether or not kidneys were ureterically obstructed, to confirm
release of stones or to study the recovery or deterioration of renal
function during treatment.

All patients had established renal conditions (8,9). The final
diagnoses were based on radiological investigation (IVU and/or
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KUB), biochemical tests (serum creatinine, serum urea and test
tapes sensitive to albumin, haemoglobin and glucose), urinary
microscopy and clinical follow up. The final diagnosis was made
on the basis of follow up over periods ranging from several months
(in the normal group) to several years. The patients in the normal
group were found to have transient haematuria or transient pro-

teinuria or transient pain suggestive of ureteral stone.
There were three main groups: one group of 81 normal kidneys,

a second group comprising 30 kidneys with parenchyma! insuffi
ciency and a third group of 22 kidneys with acute outflow obstruc
tion.

Since it can easily be shown that a subject's two kidneys

demonstrate some degree of correlation (8), calculations were
based on one kidney per patient. The kidney to be analyzed was
randomly chosen, except in the seven patients with one function
ing kidney, with the result that 43 normal kidneys, 18 kidneys with
parenchyma! insufficiency, and nine kidneys with acute outflow
obstruction were entered into the study.

Scintillation camera imaging was performed with 80 MBq of
"Tc-DTPA. The camera had a 25 cm diameter NaI(Tl)-crystal

which was 12.5 mm thick and imaging was performed with a 1200
hole medium-energy collimator. Energy discrimination was car

ried out with 20% window centred over the 140 keV photopeak.
The camera was interfaced to a nuclear medicine computer sys
tem. The equipment used was the same for all patients. One hour
before the imaging procedure, the patient was hydrated orally
with 10 ml water per kg body weight. In all cases the activity was
measured prior to injection into an antecubital vein and was found
to range between 78 and 82 MBq. The volume of activity admin
istered was less than 0.5 ml and the bolus injection technique used
ensured that there was virtually no residual activity left in the
syringe. In no case was there evidence of any significant extravas-

cation of the injection.
Sequential 8-bit deep 64 by 64 scintigrams, each of 20 sec

duration were recorded for a total of 15 min. The methodology for
the selection of the regions of interest (ROIs) has previously been
described (9) but is briefly reiterated for ease of reference. One
ROI was placed over each kidney and one between them to
represent blood background. Where possible, irregular ROIs de
fining renal parenchyma alone were chosen. When the pelvis
could not be adequately visualized, rectangular ROIs were placed
over the entire kidney. The blood background ROI was defined by
a rectangle, the height of which was identical to that of the largest
kidney and the width of which was maximized making sure that
the ureters, the pelves and the urinary bladder were excluded.
The blood ROI was normalized to a constant size to standardize
the amplitude of the retention function in order to make direct
comparisons possible (10).

Before calculating curve parameters in conventional renogra-
phy and deconvolution, the renal time-activity curves (TAC) were
corrected by normalized background-subtraction which is a sim

ple and straightforward technique, and probably still the most
common in renography. A vascular spike (10,11) on the TAC,
frequently observed at 30 sec after injection, i.e., the second
curve point, was removed by bounding (10). The TAC were then
subjected to three smooths using the smoothing operator
(9,12,17). Prior to deconvolution, the data points of the first frame
were excluded from calculations (10).

Renogram Parameters
The renogram parameters derived from the TAC are sum

marised in Table 1. Three count-based parameters were used, the

TABLE 1
Renogram and Deconvolution Parameters

Parameter Definition

Countrate at 110 sec postinjection
Countrate at peak activity of renogram curve
C110divided by countrate at 50 sec postinjection
Area under renogram curve (total counts)
Rate of uptake between 50 and 110 sec postinjection
ROD divided by the curve's CMÂ«

ROU divided by the CMaxof the upper curve
ROU divided by the curve's C, 10

ROU divided by the C, ,0 of the upper curve
Time to peak activity in renogram curve
Time to maximum downslope of renogram curve
Rate of decrease at TROD
ROD divided by the curves's C^

ROD divided by the C^ of the upper curve
ROD divided by the curve's C, 10

ROD divided by C,10 of the upper curve
Peak activity divided by activity at 890 sec
Amplitude of renal retention curve
Mean transit time of retention curve
Maximum transit time of retention curve

Uptake ratio
AUC
ROD
RROUD
ARROU
FRROU
AFFROU
TMSX
TROD
ROD
RROD
ARROD
FRROD
AFRROD
ER
Amp
MTT
MaxTT

count rate at 110 sec postinjection (C,,0), at peak activity (CMax),
and the area under the renogram curve (AUC) which was defined
as the total number of counts. TMax was defined as the time to
peak activity and the rate of uptake (ROU) as the difference
between the count rate at 110 sec and at 50 sec postinjection,
divided by the difference in time (60 sec). Four variants of relative
rate of uptake were defined. They were based upon normalizing
ROU in four different ways. Normalization was performed by the
curve's peak activity (RROU) or by that of the upper curve

(ARROU), by the count rate at 110 sec postinjection (FRROU) or
by that of the upper curve (AFRROU), respectively. For each
patient the upper curve was defined as being the renogram with
the greatest peak activity. In the case where the upper curve
represented the kidney analyzed, RROU and ARROU were iden
tical as were FRROU and AFRROU. The uptake ratio was de
fined as the count rate at 110 sec, divided by that at 50 sec. In the
excretion phase of the renogram the time to maximal downslope
(TROD) was determined as was the maximum rate of decrease
(ROD). ROD was defined as the difference between the count rate
at time TROD-30 sec and at time TROD+30 sec divided by the

difference in time (60 sec). Four variants of relative rate of de
crease were defined based on the normalization of ROD. Normal
ization was performed by the curve's peak activity (RROD) or by
that of the upper curve (ARROD), by the curve's count rate at

110 sec postinjection (FRROD) or by that of the upper curve
(AFRROD), respectively. In the case where the upper curve
represented the kidney analyzed, RROD and ARROD were iden
tical as were FRROD and AFRROD. The slope parameters ROU,
ROD, and their extensions were all based on least-squares calcu

lations. ARROU, AFRROU, ARROD, and AFRROD were de
signed to take into account asymmetries of renal function. Finally,
the excretion ratio (ER) was defined as the peak activity divided
by the activity at 890 sec. Of the renogram parameters C,10, CMa!1,
AUC, ROU, and ROD are activity dependent.

Deconvolution Techniques and Parameters
Deconvolution was performed using variants of three main

techniques. The first technique was based on constrained least-
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squares restoration (7,72) with (CLSRP) and without (CLSR) an
initial plateau, and the second technique was matrix algorithm
method (MA) and its alternatives AMA and AMA+. The third

main technique (FFTC) was provided on commercial software.
The FFTC method was based on direct Fourier transform divi
sion, with a scaled cosine appended to avoid problems with an
abrupt time window (13,14). The alternative matrix method AMA
has been used by Carlsen (written communication, 1987) but its
derivation has never been published. A derivation of the AMA
method is therefore given in the Appendix.

The deconvolution parameters evaluated in the present study
are summarised in Table 1. They were amplitude of the retention
function (Amp), mean transit time (MTT), and maximum transit
time (MaxTT). The amplitude resulting from the AMA technique
is forced to 1.00 and therefore can not contribute to any model. To
address this problem, a variant of the AMA technique (AMA+) in

which the AMA parameters were combined with the amplitude
from the matrix algorithm was also entered to the study. In all
cases, the MaxTT was defined as the time at which the retention
function crossed the time-axis and the MTT as the area under the

retention curve, divided by its amplitude (10,12).

Statistical Analysis
Statistical tests were performed with logistic regression based

on forward stepwise variable selection. Before logistic regression,
however, all variables were checked to ensure linearity in the logit
(15). Tests were then made for confounding and interactions in
the model. For example, since it is known that values of GFR are
age dependent (16,17), confounding and/or interaction by age are
of special interest when analysing renogram parameters. The tests
showed that the variable age was a potential confounder. There
fore, the age variable was forced into each logistic regression
model and prevented from being removed. Tests on interaction by
age, on the other hand, did not prove any interaction of signifi
cance.

The score statistic was used for entering variables into the
model whereas the likelihood-ratio test determined variables to be

removed from the model. The default significance level for entry
was <0.05 while that for removal was 0.10. The significance levels
for entry and removal and the goodness-of-fit statistics deter

mined when to halt the regression analysis. The order of entry of
the parameters gives their relative importance to the separation of
the kidney groups studied.

The logistic regression analysis determined the ability of con
ventional renography and each deconvolution method to distin
guish between the various kidney groups. In addition, a combined
model using a combination of all renogram and deconvolution
parameters was generated. In each analysis the percentage of
correctly classified kidneys, i.e., the overall accuracy, was ob
tained. The classification results ranked the techniques. In the
case of tied results in the individual models, the technique having
parameters with the greatest significance in the combined model
received the best rank.

Models with numerical problems as manifested by a large es
timated standard error of an estimated logistic regression coeffi
cient relative to the point estimate (75) were not accepted as final
models. When encountered, the removal or inclusion of a variable
generally cured the model during the continuous model building.
In none of the models used did the resulting significance levels for
the models (P > 0.15) differ from a perfect model.

The statistical analysis including logistic regression was per-

TABLE 2
Results of Initial Subjective Interpretation of Conventional

Renograms

Final diagnosis

Parenchyma! Acute outflow
Normal insufficiency obstruction

SubjectiveInterpretationNormalParenchymalinsufficiencyAcute

outflowobstruction40215112207

Overall accuracy is 83% in 58 of 70 kidneys.

formed by commercially available software (18) implemented on
a personal computer.

RESULTS

Table 2 presents the results of the initial subjective in
terpretation of the conventional renograms, performed at
the time of the studies and before the final diagnosis was
determined. Apart from sequential scintigrams of the kid
neys and the curve-patterns, the information available at

the time of the studies was age, sex, clinical data in the
request forms and the renogram parameters: ROU, TMax,
CMax, and ER as defined above. The overall accuracy of
the subjective interpretation was 83%. In a previous study
(7) it was taken as being 86% since the group of kidneys
with pathological function was not further subclassified
into kidneys with parenchymal insufficiency and acute out
flow obstruction. In fact, in the original subjective inter
pretation two kidneys with insufficiency were erroneously
considered to be obstructed.

Table 3 lists the curve parameters which contributed to
the separation of the renal groups as obtained with renog
raphy and each deconvolution technique. Parameters not
shown did not contribute. The correct classification rate,
i.e., the overall accuracy in each analysis is shown in Table
4 and the ranks of the four best differentiating techniques
are shown in Table 5 and described in the following para
graphs. In all cases, a combined model produced no im
provement over the best single model obtained, which was
invariably produced using renogram parameters.

Kidneys with Normal Function Versus Those with
Pathological Function

Sixty of the 70 (86%) kidneys were correctly classified
by conventional renography when the diagnoses (normal
and pathological renal function) were used as the grouping
variable. The variables accepted for inclusion into the
model were ER, C110and TMax, in that order.

The best deconvolution technique was CLSR or CLSRP
which were inseparable whereas the second best was
AMA+ as shown in Table 5. They produced correct clas

sifications of 83% and 81%, respectively. The principal
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TABLE 3
Predicting Curve Parameters in Renography and

Deconvolution

Deconvolution method

TABLE 5
Ranking of Renography and Deconvolution Techniques

Kidney Reno-
groups graphy MA AMA AMA* CLSR CLSRP FFTC

N vs. IO ER MaxTT MaxTT MaxTT MaxTT MaxTT MTT
C,,o Amp Amp

N vs. O T^ MaxTT MaxTT MaxTT MaxTT MTT MaxTT
TROD MTT MTT

N vs. I CMÂ« Amp â€” Amp Amp Amp MTT

AUC

O vs. I CMB,, Amp MaxTT Amp â€” â€” â€”

MTT MaxTT

O vs. NI AUC MaxTT MaxTT MaxTT MTT MTT â€”

I vs. NO CMÂ« Amp
AUC MTT

â€” Amp Amp Amp MTT

N = normal; I = parenchymal insufficiency; O = outflow obstruction;
MA = matrix algorithm; AMA = alternative matrix algorithm; AMA* =

AMA with amplitude from matrix algorithm method included; CLSR =
constrained least-squares restoration; CLSRP = CLSR with initial pla
teau; FFTC = commercial software based on FFT.

predictor was the MaxTT. For the remaining deconvolu-
tion techniques the classifications ranged 70%-80%.

Normal Kidneys Versus Those with
Ureteral Obstruction

The renogram parameters TMaxand TRODwere accepted
for inclusion and resulted in complete separation of the two
renal groups, i.e., the correct classification rate was 100%
as seen in Table 3 and 4, respectively. Of the deconvolu-
tion techniques, AMA (or AMA*) was the method of first

rank. The parameters MaxTT and MTT resulted in a clas
sification rate of 92%. Since the amplitude parameter from
the matrix method did not meet entry criteria, the results of
the methods AMA and AMA"1"were identical.

TABLE 4
Classification Results in Renography and Deconvolution

No. of Reno- Deconvolulion technique

groupsN

vs.N
vs.N
vs.Ovs.Ovs.I

vs.IOO11NINOkidneys

graphy43

vs.43
vs.43

vs.9
vs.9

vs.18
vs.2791816615286100891009790MA809084969086AMA7192â€”8589â€”AMA*819284938987CLSR839079â€”9086CLSRP839079â€”9086FFTC708774â€”â€”81

Kidney
groupsN

vs.ION
vs.ON
vs.1Ovs.

1O
vs.NI1
vs. NO1RenographyRenographyRenographyRenographyRenographyRenographyRank2CLSR

orCLSRPAMA
orAMA*MA

orAMA*MAMAMA

or AMA3AMAtCLSRPCLSRAMA*CLSRPCLSRP4MACLSRCLSRPAMACLSRCLSR

Figures are percentages of cored predictions, that is, overall accu
racy.

Normal Kidneys Versus Those with Insufficiency
Use of renogram parameters resulted in an 89% correct

classification rate based on the parameters CMaxand AUC.
Among the deconvolution techniques, the matrix algorithm
was the method of the first rank, based on the sole param
eter Amp, resulting in an overall accuracy of 84%. Since
only the Amp parameter was eligible for inclusion, the
AMA method failed to distinguish between the kidney
groups. The remaining techniques had classifications rang
ing 74%-79%.

Kidneys with Ureteral Obstruction Versus Those
with Insufficiency

In renography the sole variable eligible for inclusion was
CMax which completely separated the two kidney groups,
i.e., the classification was 100%. The matrix algorithm
technique, based on the parameters Amp and MTT, was
the deconvolution method of first rank and had a classifi
cation of 96%. The CLSR, CLSRP and the FFTC tech
niques all failed in producing useful parameters.

Ureteral Obstruction Versus Normal and Insufficiency
Based on the variable AUC and C1H), renography cor

rectly predicted 97% of the kidneys. The matrix algorithm
was the deconvolution method of the first rank and as such
it produced a correct classification of 90% with MaxTT as
the only predicting parameter. The classification was the
same, i.e., 90% in case of CLSRP and CLSR with the pa
rameter MTT. Consequently, ranking was based on signifi
cance levels in the combined model significance. The FFTC
technique failed in producing differentiating parameters.

Insufficiency Versus Normal and Ureteral Obstruction
Based on the parameters CMax and AUC, renography

correctly classified 90% of the kidneys. The deconvolution
method of the first rank was MA (or AMA+ using the Amp

parameter from the MA technique). The remaining decon
volution techniques had classifications ranging 81%-86%.

DISCUSSION

Renal function parameters are not necessary to tell us
whether or not a patient has a renal dysfunction. However,
quantitative methods of analysis utilizing objective data are
usually considered to be superior to subjective interpreta
tion. In this study we have used a multivariate statistical
method to compare the results of several types of objective
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analysis. In multivariate statistical procedures the empha
sis is on analyzing variables together (i.e., renal function
parameters), not one at a time. By considering the param
eters simultaneously, we were able to identify those pa
rameters useful in making predictions. Of course, even
when objective analysis is performed, complementary in
formation is obtained by examining the renograms since,
for example, one of the kidneys may often serve as a
standard with which the other kidney is compared.

In the case of renography six of 17 available parameters
(AUC, C,IO, CMax, TMax, TRODand ER) contributed to the
differentiation of the kidney groups studied. In one of the
tests of renography three parameters specified the model,
in another just one parameter sufficed, and in the remaining
four tests two parameters were found to be adequate. All
six parameters are easily obtained and four of them (C110,
CMÂ«-TMax, TROD) could be derived directly from time-

activity curves. It is fortunate that the prediction of the
various kidney groups was achieved by a small number of
parameters. The fewer the number of parameters the bet
ter, since such models are more likely to be numerically
stable and are more easily generalized (75). In the present
study no slope parameters were accepted for inclusion into
the logistic regression models. The C110parameter substi
tuted the ROU parameter which previously (7) was part of
the model. This finding does not imply that slope parame
ters did not contribute to the separation of the kidney
groups. The explanation is that the significance of the slope
parameters were not sufficient when highly differentiating
parameters such as those seen in Table 3 were taken into
consideration.

Interestingly, the usefulness of the parameters TMax(79-

27) and CMax (27) was suggested some 30 years ago. The
choice of renogram parameters could probably be im
proved. For instance, the area under the curve was not
optimized. Instead, for simplicity, it was defined over the
entire length of each study. To distinguish between the
kidney groups, a shorter time interval could be more ap
propriate.

Perhaps it deserves mentioning that the selection of
curve parameters is probably affected by the renal condi
tions studied as well as the hydration state of the patients.
Some of the renogram parameters will depend on the glo-

merular filtration rate and/or the renal transit time. In an
other set of renal conditions or in another hydration state
other sets of parameters than those shown in Table 3 could
prove more useful. The same holds true for subjects pre-

medicated with frusemide or captopril etc.
â€¢The ability of each deconvolution method to distinguish

among the kidney groups was less efficient than that of
renography. No one deconvolution method consistently
produced the most robust results although the FFTC tech
nique did produce the most consistently bad results. The
deconvolution parameters amplitude and MaxTT were im
portant in the case of the matrix algorithm technique and its
alternative AMA+. Only in the case of CLSRP was the

MTT parameter of primary importance (see Table 3). This

emphasises the usefulness of amplitude and MaxTT as
deconvolution parameters in a clinical environment (8). It
is evident that the five viable deconvolution methods pro
duce results which have meaning in a clinical environment.
This is of some importance since there are situations when
deconvolution provides help and conventional renography
does not. For instance, in patients with extravascular in
jections deconvolution corrects for the poor blood input
function.

It was observed that both the CLSR and CLSRP tech
niques failed to discriminate between obstructed and insuf
ficient kidneys. However, a slight change in the entry ac
ceptance level from p < 0.05 to p < 0.08 resulted in
successful discrimination with 96% overall accuracy. The
implication is that the CLSR techniques did not fail per se,
but in fact did not produce models which were sufficiently
robust for the stringent strategy adopted here. It is perhaps
worth emphasising that such a stringent regime was
adopted to ensure that a sharply defined split between
groups was produced. This approach differs from some
other uses of logistic regression where the aim is the iden
tification of risk factors and variable rich models are per
haps preferable.

The scanty outcome with commercial software is hard to
explain since there is no access to the source code.

To test the possibility of using the combined information
provided by conventional renography and a deconvolution
technique, it seemed appropriate to look for a combined
model that produced better results than those obtained
with renography alone. Such a model, however, could not
be produced. In those situations where a deconvolution
parameter met entry criteria, it did not significantly im
prove the fit of the model nor the classification. For routine
use it is, of course, unrealistic to utilize all information
provided by parameters from a number of deconvolution
methods combined with those from renography.

The kidneys with dysfunction did not form homoge
neous groups in the sense that those with reduced renal
function had a varying degree of parenchyma! insufficiency
and those with acute outflow obstruction had a varying
degree of obstruction none of which was totally ob
structed. Such varying degrees are, of course, expected in
consecutive series of patients. The wide range regarding
the degree of insufficiency and obstruction inevitably
makes a separation of the various kidney groups more
complicated, especially when one of the groups consisted
of both obstructed kidneys and kidneys with parenchyma!
insufficiency. This contributed to the limited classifications
seen in Table 4 in the analyses of kidneys with normal
function versus those with dysfunction due to parenchyma!
insufficiency and outflow obstruction.

It is interesting to speculate that since the classification
resulting from the renogram parameters was high, they
may be used as a basis for the development of a systema-

tised tool to aid in the diagnosis of renograms. Conceptu
ally, this might be done by taking the coefficients resulting
from the logistic regression model and using them to gen-
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erate a notional probability of disease for a particular set of
patient data. Such an undertaking would require consider
able validation. Future work is needed to further subdivide
the classification between pathological kidneys of various
diseases. For instance, a potentially profitable avenue in
future work is to continue with an investigation of the
usefulness of the methods and parameters used here in
subjects with renal artery stenosis (22). In a recent edito
rial, emphasis was placed on the fact that it remains to be
determined which is the best way to interpret these studies
with special reference to captopril renography (23). In the
same editorial the question was posed as to whether any
one quantitative parameter was better than others (23). The
present study, although in an other clinical environment, has
at least to some extent responded to such questions.

In conclusion, standard renography, based on six of 17
tested renogram parameters, was consistently better than
any of the deconvolution techniques used in the separation
of the kidney groups. The results from five of the six
deconvolution variants were very similar while one method
consistently produced poor models or failed. Conceptu
ally, the results of a logistic regression analysis of reno
gram parameters may raise possibilities in the field of com
puter aided diagnosis.
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APPENDIX

The alternative matrix algorithm method (AMA) employs split
time intervals and can be explained as follows: At time zero the
renal count rate, R, originates from the bolus, that is:

R! = R|.H|,

where H, represents the very first retention value and which thus
is 1.00. At time At later we obtain:

R2 = R,. H2 + (0.5 â€¢B,. H2 + 0.5 â€¢B2. H,) â€¢At,

where B, and B2represent renal input for the first and second time
interval, respectively. After successive At intervals, the equation
becomes:

R3 = R,. H3 + (0.5 â€¢B,. H3 + B2. H2 + 0.5 â€¢B3. H,) â€¢At,

Rn = R,.Hn + (0.5-B,.Hn + B2.Hn_1+ â€¢â€¢+Bn_,.H2

+ 0.5-Bn.H,)-At.

The weighting factor 0.5 for the first and last term in the pa
renthesis arises because the renal input at time zero, i.e., during

the time interval At/2 before time zero and At/2after time zero, is
B,. However, the contribution before time zero does not exist so
B, is halved. A similar argument applies to the last term in the
equation. Consequently, at time t the renal input is B,. From B,
there is, however, a contribution only during the time interval At/2
to the left of time t. The remaining part of Bt, during At/2 to the
right of time t, has not entered the kidney yet.

Using the equations above, HÂ¡(i=l,n) is easily calculated. In
practice, a constraint is needed to force H2 to become 1.00 for
each kidney. The constraint is achieved by calculating a weighting
factor, applied to the blood input function for each kidney, re
spectively.
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